1 Introduction * This report introduces a new scheme for natural language generation based on lexical concepfual .1ft-'tU1'C, which represents meaning through predicate decomposition.' For example, the word captur would be represented as: 2 (event CAUSE (thing X) (poss BE (thing X) (thing Y)) (property FORCEFULLY))
In other words, capture is viewed as an event in which an agent (X) forcefully causes a theme (Y) to be possessed by the agent. The goal of the project is to produce a language-independent system suitable for a generction component of a machine translator. Lexical conceptual structure is used to ease the complicated operations associated with generation, lexical selection, and syntactic realization. In particular, these operations are difficult when semantically equivalent source and target language verbs are not thematically or structurally equivalent. This situation is usually apparent when there is a choice between two or more target language translations. For example, the English word slash might be translated as the Spanish word cortar (literally, to cut), or the composite Spanish form dar cuchilladas a (literally, give knife-wounds to). The correct lexical selection and syntactic realization of the surface form in such cases is based on a systematic mapping between the lexical conceptual forms of the source and target languages. This will be discussed in more detail in section 4.3.
Previously, generation systems did not provide a representation of "meaning" for the verbs being generated; rather, language dependent templates, inferencing procedures, and O network searching rules were used to select the target language verb. Such systems did not take predicate-argument structures into account; thus, they could not explain thematic or structural divergence. Furthermore, cross-linguistic generalization was ignored since the templates and networks were specifically tailored to the languages handled by the system. The approach described here does not make use of language-dependent devices found in older systems. Instead, verbs are defined in terms of many semantic components that contribute to the overall meaning; these composite structures can then be mapped cross-linguistically in order to arrive at target language forms.
The next five sections describe the generation system. The second section provides the background for natural language generation in machine translation. First, a brief description of the theory behind the generation scheme is given. Then existing generation schemes will be discussed and their shortcomings will be addressed.
A plan for the development of a theoretically based computational scheme will be introduced in the third section. Three components of the system will be identified: (1) the dictionary; (2) the morphological/syntactic synthesizer; and (3) the module that maps lexical conceptual structure to deep structure. The third component is the emphasis of this discussion.
'The representation adopted here is as formulated by Hale and Laughren (1983) , and Hale and Keyser (1986) . , 1 so= * ft.t S"2OM&.
How the scheme embodies linguisti I lheory will I exlplained in the fourth section. Examuples of problems that might, be etcounitered dluri,,g ge ieration of E,,glish and Spanish will be presented. Finally. the goals of the scheme will be described.
The fifth section presenis a d(eseriplion of Ihe work that i. .
'l I he done in order Io
ICOlUliOda te the schemiie. The genera tor will re-phace the genncralion colponent 1 hat is c-urrent ly part oft le I N lI'1 I A N titacin tie raislat ion systienu.: The nw generator will operate on a constrained grammatical theory rather than on a set of surface level transformations. The basic building blocks of the system will be discussed. Also, methods of testing and evaluating the system will be presented.
In the sixth section, some of the difliculties that miight arise in the development of the scheme are addressed.
Background for Research
This section introduces the background for a generation scheme based on lexical conceptual structure, and provides a description of three other commonly used generation designs: (1) direct-replacement, (2) syntactic-based generation and (3) semantic-based generation. The advantages and disadvantages of these three designs will be discussed. Finally, it will present arguments for why a design based or, lexical conceptual structure is an improvement over other designs.
Lexical Conceptual Structure Approach to Generation
The work of Jackendoff (1972) has influenced much of the lexical-semantic work of the Lex-'No icon project at MIT. The representation adopted is lexical conceptual structure (henceforth LCS). According to Rappaport and Levin (1986), LCS encodes a verb's meaning through predicate decomposition. For exa,,mple, the LCS for the word pa t is:
(event (posit MOVE (thing X) (thing Y) (place Z)))
Linking rides relate varia bhls ill t114 I.('S to the variables in tlie pcficatc-aigntmcnt structurcs, which provide an explicit representation of hierarchical relations between the verb and its arguments., For example, the predicate-argument structure for put is: 4
X <y P-loc z>
The linking rules that relate the LCS to the predicate argument structure associate thematic roles (henceforth 0-roles) like agent, the'me, and recipient with variables. An example of such a linking rule is:
Link the agent role with the external argument variable in the predicate-argument structure.
The verb is then stored in t"he lexicon with its LCS and the 0-roles it assigns to the variables of, I he ICS:
PUT: (event (posit MOVE (thing X) (thing Y) (place Z)))
The relations between the verb and its arguments are then manifested as grammatical functions in the syntactic underlying form of the sentence. The following illustrates an underlying form containing the verb put: 
is mapped to the phrase:
dangerous pvcs induced by digitalis
In order for this mapping to take place, a set of templates are used. The tie of each concept (indicated by a letter pr'ceded by an asterisk (*)) points to the template that produces text for that concept. [n the concept above, *f indicates that the second element in the list is a modifier of the first element; and *o indicates that the second element is the object of the first element. The template associated with *f places the second element (the modifier) before the first element if it is a single word or adjective; otherwise, the modifier is placed after the first element. Thus, (pvcs*f dangerous) is mapped to dangerous pvcs, whereas (block*f (on*o the table)) is mapped to block on the table. The template associated with *o places the second element (the object) after the first element. Thus, (by*o digitalis) is mapped to by digitalis.
The advantage to using a direct replacement scheme is that expressions that are part of the (domain-dependent) internal representation for concepts can be mapped directly to surface text without the need of an underlying linguistic representation of the surface form. However, the disadvantages of the approach greatly outweigh this advantage. First, gramimatical relations are identified by neans of ad hoc rules that are implicit in the templates; not only are these rules language-specific. but they are too simplistic to handle sentences that 198 1, l985) ), which is currently equipped with approximately 600 rules and 10,000 lexical entries in each of the two miain languages (German and English). Bennett. and Slocumn (1985) argue that the lra mifer translation design (i.c., the mapping of "shallow analyses of sentences" into "shallow analyses of equiivalent sentences") is adequate for neartermi applications. The argoimient agal tist empijloy ing a "dleep) represent at ion" is that longtern trials of sutch appro)aches stem N4 i tilica te thSat. it suit able "deep represen tat ion" is not possib~le; furt heriiore. ,ystemus dlial n it "adeep representatIion' caiinot handle iurest rid ed input, (some of which is igra iii unit iiAa I).
Although a shallow attalysis-by othis of sentences might avoidl softie problems associated with current interli ngual translation approaches, the complexity and language-specific natutre of the rules translate into several problemis. First of all, b~ecause the rules and lexical entries are so coniplex, the subhject area imist he very limited. Secondly, each rule is highly languagedlependent in character; thuis, t here niist, he a set, of target -specific transfer rufles for every language that will serve as a target. 'This means that thle rule system grows rapidly as each target language is added to I t(e systemi. Thirdly, the rules; are very stiputlatory, t here are no heoretical reasons for Owi rml(-bvi iig ft(i way they are. Finially, each rule iust carefully spell out thle details of Its a pplicat ion thIius, t.here is no way t~o calptnire linguistic generality aniong the rules in the systemi since general conustrainits are not factored out of the syntactic rules.
Two other systemus that take a syvntactic ap~proach to generation are the TEXT systenm ' Admittedly, femtplate-Ssiviiis arv geinerally tnot geared towardl discovering or imiplemien~ting a litigistic theory. Swartout acknowledges thai his generator coisnsits of the bare-minitnumi requoired to produict acceptable outptit; thus, lingnistic principles are ignored:
The generator should really b, viewed more as an engineering effort that attempts to jirodniii acceptable English rat her than tas at gneration system that encodes deep lingnistic principles. The main thnist of this thesis has been to investigate ways of representuing the knowledge necessary to juistify expert constilting systems. A generator is necessarv to dlemuonstrate the capabilities of the approach beinig e.p' 'sed here, huit the generator itself has not been the focuis of the research. (too-heavy-with-adj ectives (np-being-attached-to 'attach-as-adjective)))))) McKeown (1983 McKeown ( , 1985 ) and the MUMBLE system (McDonald (1983 (McDonald ( , 1987 ). These two systems are similar in that they use discourse and focus constraints to derive messages (i.e., underlying representational forms) that, are then used to generate syntactic structures corresponding to the surface text. Generation of syntactic structures in TEXT is based on the use of discrimination networks (to be described in section 4.3) and functional unification grammtnars (see Kay (1984) ). (Generation of syntactic structures in MUMBLE is based on the s(e "of t ree-ad.joining gr,,Iar. SC'.
'l)orwil d Iustejovsky ( L85b)) and stylistic rules (see McDonald and Pustejovsky ( 1985a) ). Although both of these systems move away from the rule-based approaches of earlier schemes, they do not take advantage of structural and lexical generalization across languages. For example, the stylistic rules used for syntactic realization in MUMBLE are hand-generated; not only are they specific to English, but they are also specific to the domain of the system. Furthermore, they are often tedious to write, and their function in the system is generally not readily transparent. Figure 1 shows an example of such a stylistic rule. This rule is used for attachment of an adjective to a nounphrase (luring the generation process. In general. the move away from rile-based syntactic generation systems is a step in the right direction. However, care must. he taken to prevent language-dependent devices from showing tip in other forms. Language-independent universals need to be dealt with in a systematic way rather than in an ad hoc manner; language-specific idiosyncrasies can then be handled by a smaller set of individually applicable routines.
Semantic Approach to Generation
At the other end of the spectrum of generation systems are those systems which largely reject syntax as a basis of generation for language translation. Rather, generation is treated almost entirely on the basis of semantics, guided by a strong underlying model of the current situational context and expectations. (See Lytinen and Schank (1982) , Lytinen (1985 Lytinen ( , 1987 , Carbonell (1981) , Cullingford (1986 ), Nirenburg 0i. al. (1985 .) Tie semantic-based (also called kinoledgc-bascd systems) are generally interlingual. That is, they employ a conceptual representation that is independent of any natural lanal guage. (Cenerally, t his int en uugu. van lit 4'utc() Several a r-unen ts tor cho4)Si-ag in titi i c-lhas"( d4sigii o)ver a ,vitat li4-bl)s4'4 design1 tor generation systemis have prevailed. The first is that the niumber of rules in it sytitadtic-lhasedl systemi would be enormous: a wordl may have several wordl senses, and~ each wordl sense would require a myriad of rules specifying the contexts in which the word sense inight app~ear.
A second related problem is indexig. Since there are thousands of rules to cho4ose fron. "the amount of information the systemn would have to look for would lhe enormious. andd eciding what information in the sentence was relevait for disamnbigiiating thle word in each particular context would hbe itipjossile * '"
The third argument for a semiantic-based dlesign is that syntactic-based applroaches tendl to be overly concerned with the formn of the input rather than the content (see Cullingtord. 1986). Consequently, these grannnar-based approaches (1o not easily handle deviant input (e.g., input that is ungrammatical).
The claim that rule-based syntactic systems are both too large and too complex to adequately handle natural language translation may be well-grounded, but. the semanticbased approach (does not 'ottibl)t the problem! Jnt atteitpting t~o tackle the problem of word disanlbigUation. seMl lit ic-batsed s *ystems in corp~orate an ticredib~ly massive amiount of knowledge,,ell'ectively liutiit~iing thle lotilain of subject itiatter.
An add~itional dIrawback to seniantic-basedl approaches is that there is a loss of structure and style in generating the target text fromn Ilie undlerlying (interlingual) form, consequently,S the output of these systems is a p~araphrase, not a translation. Although the deep contexhial ineaning of the input text is p~reserved, t Ike emphasis or i ntent of the text is uuot always fully preserved. The claimi is that any other system which attemnpts to preserve structure at(l style without the knowledge iiece.,sa ry lor text tuiderstanrding would often produce uinreliable translations. However, the lub. of structure and style may involve a loss of some of the meaning of the text. Most likely. thle speaker chooses a p~articular structural realization in o)rder to focuis on a spcif ic t opic or to ni ake a. crucial point; the absence of structure preservation mnight resilt iii a cottilette inisinterpretation of the text.
Finally, another hprobletut wit I k now ledge-based generation systems is that they typically require an involved general inferetice iechanisin in order t~o arrive at the surface formi for a primitive concept. [lather than basing word selection on general lexical principles, complex inferencing routitnes are applied to coniceptual representations. (Somne examples of the type of inferencing that is required for lexical selection will be shown in section 4.3.)
The Shift Toward an LCS Generation Approach
The rule systems for existing nat ural latnguage generators are still large, detailed, and conkiplicated. Furthermore, generatioti systemus lack linguistic motivation for the( rules that they do have. The two lprititary tasks of natural language generation, lexical scliotn and syn-6 L.Ytinen and Schanik, p. 13. 1982.
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Lill! lacthe ,'naliation, are not dealt with in a systemnatic manner; rather, ad hor procedures are alpplied to ii nlerlying represerntatio,ns It) arrive at sirface strictures.
If the basis of generalion design., is shifted front complex, language-specific rules systems I modular sy+ntactic Ilhrc 1,1r i thati'.pll a well-defined lexical conceptual repre.,ent aton.
•.e\'"riI of t"he prolemi-a.-'ocialtd %It Ii earlier I heories will be stolved. ( .ramiinars will lit, l wtCr )e hugeand coml)licated; niall s't sof l'xical-setnati" principh's will replace complicated non-explanatory generation routines; and general infere'ncing will no longer be necessary. 'The next section descril)es the steps involved in constructing a generator on the basis of L 'S.
Generation Scheme
Implicit in the generator are three compl)onents. The first two components are not t he eiipliasis of this project. b)t they are itonet heless necessary. The first is a dictionary containing lexical conceptual representations that. serve as the hasis for generation of surface structures. Lexical items are stored in the dictionary with their associated properties, such as 11mor-phological feature sets, #-roles that are assigned, and lexical-semantic representations. The second component, a syntactic and morphological synthesizer, maps a base form (henceforth called D-structure) to its corresponding surface forin (henceforth called S-structure). The (ictionary and synthesizer are standard componrtents of any generation system; however, they dill'Vr fron, ot her syslems in t hitt I hy irv ha s('(l on ICS st ruct ures rat her I han rule-syst ems.
slia it"ic networks. or (liscrimination nets.
_
The final component of the generator is the eml)hasis of the project discussed here. This is the module that maps the lexical conceptual representation of a sentence to the D-structure of the target language sentence. This mapping requires both lexical replacement routines and linking rules in order to derive predicate-argument structures front the lexical-semantic ripresentation. For example, in order to translate a source language verb like yustar to its target language equivalent Iikc, lexical-replacement routines must match the LCS structures of these two verbs; then linking rules will be required in order to determine the structural Iositioning of the arguments (. .q.. I hat. the agcnt is rr't'tally positioned in English, not ini tutilly as it. is in Spanish).
Each of the three tasks of the schenme will be discussed in the following sections.
Construction of a Dictionary
The goals of this portion of the project are consistent with those put forth by the lexicon project in the ('enter for Cognitive Science at MIT. The focus is on representing knowledge of the syntactic and semantic properties of lexical items, particularly of verbs and their arguments.
In order to construct a dictionary, it is necessary to identify and utilize verbal properties through a study of lexical organization. Typically, lexical entries provide a minimal specification of the syntactic expression of the argunents of verbs. Within GB theory, there has been a move away from explicit use of subcategorization frames since the syntactic relations betwven the constituents in a sentence can be derived by two requirements: that O-roles be assignied( un der goverinment andu I hat noun s he assigned'( case to be well forilI e'(l [it t he process of bilin g aI dict imiia r, several sit d4k s are releva nt: 4. Refinement of verb classes through examtinationi of cooccurrence rest rictions.
Mapping of D-Structure to S-Structure
Two components are required to miap the [)-structutre to its correspondling surface formt. The first is aI syntactic synthesizer. esseti ally a movement iuiodle. that dlisp~laces I okens accordinig to requi remtentis of Case Thetory (of Governmient -ind~ing ). The second comp ~onet is a morphological synthesizer that converts a root form and a set of features into a surface form.
The movement module accesses certain parameter settings corresponding to the language t~o he generated. These parameter settings determine the type of movement required. For exampijle, the( wh-moventent, jparaineter setting for English (liftates that Subject -A ux InversiOti SmA) is to he t riggeredl. C'onsequienit ly. the generaltor will perform wh-tiovitien t andl S A to proeJ~ tl ant output11 formti. B~y coit raIs t i Span I.li tinet'--inovemuet parautteter is set ,tichI that V -Preposing ( not. SAl) occurs.
lr
The morphological module c0nVeTs root+(feature> formns into surface formns (c.y., "read+3S" is converted to "reads"). This requires two miappings: one from features to possible affixes (c.g., '13S"1 Z.$S"), andl one from <root>+<af fix> to possible sutrface formis (r.y.. "reades" --"reads").
Mapping of Lexical Conceptual Structure to D-Structure
In order to minap tine-lexical concept ia representatijolts thliat. comiprise a sentence t~o th ltarget laingiuage )-tru tire of* thle sentence. two modutles are needed: (I1) a lexical replacenment module that, determines thle corresponding target language (c.g.. English) words for tile LCS's produced lby parsing t he source language (cr.g., Spanish) sentence; and (2) a syntactic module that performns thle necessary operations iii ordler to arrive a~t tilie target, language [)-st ructunre of thle sentenice. Thus, there are two top-level operations duiring the mapp~ing from LWS to [)-structure: srcion ot target language words, andl linking of surface-sentence words to their corresponding syntactic p~osition.
The input to this component of thle generator is a set of [CS's produced by a parser that. mnaps source language sentences t~o their underlying structures. The output is thle target language deep structutre representation that, will he used to generate the surface-sentence (by routines discussed in the last sedtion ). The selection of lexical translations fo~r each token in] a given uinderlying formn begins withI thle p~redicate. The( (lictionary ent ry corresp~onding to the predhicate is accessedl, the( surface verb of the sentence is selected, and the argumients of the predicate are mapped to the case roles of the verb. Then ile entries for each argument are accessed to return the lexical t ranslat ions fior the remainder of the proposit ion.
1'o illustrate this process. we will look at the translation of the word pont, ( put in F'nlish). PONER: (event (posit MOVE (thing X) (thing Y) (place Z))) X = agent, Y = theme, Z = locatum
Next. the process of selection matches this LCS to that, of the English verb put (repeated here for clarity):
The deep structure of the sentence is dependent on its verb (e.g., how many objects it. takes, whether it has a subject, etc.). Once a verb has been selected to translate the predicate, the semantic arguments of the deep structure are filled with the instantiated arguments of the predicate. Thus, after put lexically replaces poner, the linking process is activated. The 0-marking properties of put combined with linking rules for agent, thmr. and locatum derive the following predicate-argument (deep) structure: 
Embodiment of Linguistic Theory
The above scheme of representation and generation should be constructed in such a way that properties that are shared among all languages are handled by a unified set, of "core" linguistic principles, while the differences among languages are accounted for by a set of possible parameters of variation. In this view, many properties of particular languages can be accounted for through the interaction of principle-based subsystems, while complexes of properties differentiating otherwise similar languages should (ideally) be reducible to a single parameter, fixed in one or another way.' Thus, in order to build a generator for machine translation, it is necessary to determine both the lexical properties that make words similar across languages, as well as the properties that distinguish words cross-linguistically. In terms of the generation approach discussed here, the "core" linguistic principles are those procedures required for selection of words and linking of LCS to syntactic structure, while the parameterization occurs in the lexicon, with individual lexical items taking on their own lang,,age-particular "meaning" and the,matic role-assigning properties.
'A brief overview of th, Irni,'iphcs of G'li-tht',ry is Iprestited in Dorr, 1987.
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Recall t-hat there are t wo top-level ope4rat im)11 for itiappitig IA'S to4 I)- on what. is needed for bothI the lexical -oniceplt tal rep~resetat ion of wordls as well ;is thle mapping front this representaRtionf to the surface forin. lIn the examples shiown htere. S pa ilit1 andl English are the two languages used. Other languages (c.y., German and~ .Jap~anese) will also be tested when the implementation is compijlete. A generation schenie basedl on LCS will be presented as a solution for the probleitis exhtibited in tile examples. I will then disciiss the goals of the scheme. In general, cases such as (3) are riot problemahtic. The dlifference in order of themnatic role assignmient. is easily manipulated by simple procedulres that check thietitatic requi rertient. of1 the two verbs. Furthermore, the verb gaislar can have the translation likc stored (irectl 'v in its lexical entry since t his is the only possible4 t ra uslatIion for it . Illowex-er. pr ))1lS ise when a verb has more thtan onie tran.,latIioil lepeuidim oii Ow i select wial r4'strid iii ts oft it, argumtents. Two examples are t he E nglish words shish and stil ilr:
Example 1: Thematic Divergence as a Problem for Lexical Selection
He slashed the woman * 'Dio cuchilladas a la mujer'
(ii) He slashed the paper 'Cort6i el papel' (5) (i) She smeared her makeup 'Einbarr6 su niaquillaje' (ii) She smeared the wall with paint 'Pintarraje6 a la pared'
In (4)(i) the translation of slashi is the composite forim daor rtwhilladas a. whereas in (,t )( ii) the t ranslatiori of .
Spanish word cinbaria,'. buit iii (5.i)( ii) sincar t ritislates to t
) .he m~ore comle Ix Spaiiisli word )Pi i 11jenar (I which iii llicit 1 incorporat it (-h'11 noiti a a rgi elit pii/.
[ 
Example 2: Structural Divergence as a Problem for Linking
Linking a mneaning structiire to its sllrface-sylitact ic represenitation is dlifficult because of cases of structural divergence b~etweeni languages. fit genieral, in these cases, thiere is also a select ion prob~lemi (ill fact , thew choice of all equi valent target. language yen) muay leadl to a non-equivalent surface-structure representation). An example of structural divergence is the translation of the Spanish verb Icur as the English verb be in certain cases:
The lpredicat('-artiriiient st ritct'itre for if it, v calt S (7) j, tener NPcalor)]
The predicate-argument striucture for hc hill is:
Here, a noun-phrase argument iiiust, be chianged ijito its adject i val-phrase counterpart. There are also structural (livergeulces in which )Idliiificts and arguinents are either added or deleted in thle resuilt iiig tra usia t ii it getieraiI. ii a i iken is adldedl, that token was imuplicit in the original source languiage verb): it' a takeni is deleted. t hat token becomes incorporated into the target language verb. An example in which a token is implicit in the source language verb is the composite verb thyron down; the translation is echar por ticrra (literally, throw to the grond):
Hle threw dlown the book 'Ech6 por tierra el libro' (13 )(0 if the token la entrada is present (the literal translation is foiv tlu' entry), or it may be translated simiply as force (as in ( 13)(ii)):
(1:3) (i) Forz6 la entrada a la casa 'He broke into the house'
(ii) rorzo el ej~rcito rendir 'He forced the armny to surrender'
The corresponding divergent and equivalent structures for these examnples are:
Lexical Conceptual Structure
The translation examiples above provide strong evidence that a suitable representation for lexical conceptual structure is needed. Previously, generation systems used discrimnination nets in ordler to select the appropriate surface forins for underlying concepts. For examiple. (event EV001 (action PROPEL) (agent MARY) (object JOHN) (instrument *UNKNOWN*) (force *ABOVE-AVERAGE*) (intentijonality *POSITIVE*))
In order to translate the above concept into Spanish, the ixiain action (PROPEL) is mnapped to the discrimiination network shown in figure 2. This network is then used to choose the correct verb. As a series of If-i'hen statentents, this net expands into the comiplex block of code shown in figure 3.
In the above schenie, there is no representation of the "mneaning" of the verbs being genleratedl; rather, the inapping fromn concept t~o surface formn is performned by means of ad hoc iriferencing procedures that test selectional restrictions of argumients and act accordingly. The problem with such an approach is that the network cmn grow very large as mnore verbs are In order to model cros.-linguistic variations in predicate-arguilent structures such as these. an adequate lexical-se'manItic represelitation is required. According to Tahny (19,45) . (following .ackendoff and (riber). verbs should be defined in terms of many semantic coniIn enis that contrihite Io Ii" oe erall ineaning. Thus, verbs may have a semantic represe.eilioh that is not cut irely v'x111iled at the level of syntactic structure. For example. Ilie verb , rI incorl)orates an --understood" Iparticle into as part of its meaning structure; this particle manifests itself in the equivalent composite predicate go into. This incorporation or conflation of properties is where cross-linguistic parametric variations are revealed. For example, where English conflates manner and motion in the boat floated on the water; Spanish disallows this conflation, requiring a syntactic realization for each semantic component: la bar a se mudaba flotando ,en c oyna (literally, this is the boat moted floating on the water).
START
Using a representation similar to that of . Jackendoff ( 1972 Jackendoff ( , 1983 , the semantic equivalence between cnter and go into is easily modeled:
Here, the L('S forms for go and into can be composed into the more complex LCS form for Similarly, the I,'S for float can be decomposed into the LCS forms for move and float: float = (event (posit GO (thing X) (property BUOYANT) (path Z))) move = (event (posit GO (thing X) (property Y) (path Z))) floating = (property BUOYANT)
Note that this approach differs fromn that of Carbonell, ct. al. (1981) in that the "meaning" structure (i.e., LCS) is stored directly in the lexical entry of each word; it is not derived by network navigation. T he p rimniitives of the scheme described here are used compositionally to define words of the source and target languages. Because source language definitions are matched against target language delinitions to select the correct target language words, there is no need to test properties of arminients; thus, time-consuming and unnecessary searches are avoided. Furthermore, through a combination of a small set of linking rules and a list of 0-role assigning properties, the LCS scheme provides a facility for syntactic realization of surface forms. In contrast. it is not clear how syntactic structure is realized using the discrimination network approach.
With respect to generation in the context of machine translation, this decomposition of meaning is useful in the mapping from underlying LCS forms to target language surface forms. In dealing with thematic divergence, LCS's provide a uniform representation for equivalent source-target pairs. Thus, both gastar and like have the following LCS:
(event CAUSE (thing X) (poss BE (thing Y) (property PLEASED)))
The difference in thematic role assignnent' can then he determined by means of properties of the individual lexical itenis. The ay'nt 0-role will be assigned to X in the case of gustar .and to Y in the case of like.
1.5
Trhe tX'cs ~ei also h.Lndiy i i the case whiere a verb hi may I ra iislate intlo miore I, haatt one surface form-dlepending on it~s argitinenis. We saw that sicar t ranslates either directly as emabariar or as the conflated verb pinlirraJear (if the object that is being smeared is paint). The L(CS for swracr and i mnhoni is:' (event (pass MOVE (thing X (property FLUID)) (path ALONG (place (poss ON) (thing Y)))))
The representation for the noun paint is:
(thing PAINT (property FLUID)) and the representation for pintor cm ar is:
(event (pass MOVE (thing PAINT (property FLUID)) (path ALONG (place (poss ON) (thing Y)))))
Thus, smear paint will be translated as pintarmajear since the LCS of the noun paint matches the object of MOVE in the LCS for pintarrajear. On the other hand, smear makeup will be translated as embarrar mnaquillaje since the word maquillajc does not match the object of MOVE in the LCS for pintarrajciir. The LCS scheitie also p)rovidIes ani adequate itiodel of structural divergence in the linking bf mecaning striicture to it~s siirface-syntactic rep~resenltation. Recall that tener color is translated t~o the structurally (divergent form be hot. The LCS for have is:C (state (pass BE (thing X) (place (pass AT) (thing Y)
The LCS for be is:
In the case of Iv nc,* ralor, the first I&S is instantiated; thius, X is set, to be color andl Y is set to be the (aqent of the p~redlicate. (The assignment of agentl to Y is specified as a language-particular property of the verb tener in the lexicon.) This LCS is then mapped to the LCS for 6e, where Y is the agent, and X is converted into the property hot corresponding to calor (i.e., the nominal form heat is changed into the adjectival form hot). Note that the difference between the source and] target structure is determined solely on the basis of the identification of X as a prnpcrty rather thtan a thing in the LCS for the target language verb.
Structural divergence due to conflation is also modeled by the LCS scheme. As we have seen, the composite verb break into is translated as forzar la entrada. The LCS for break into is:
'The representation shown here is primarily based on Jackendoff's conceptual structures; however, discussion with Michael Brent influenced mue to add the property FLUID. A more elaborate LCS form for verbs such as throw, smear, and spray are in Brent (1988); however, the simple representations shown here are adequate for the purposes of this discussion. k (event GO (thing X) (path TO (place (poss IN) (thing Y))) (property VIOLENTLY)) 'rhe I,CS for fozr is:
(event GO (thing X) (path Y) (property VIOLENTLY)) and the LCS for entrada is:
(path TO (place (poss IN) (thing Y)))
Thus, in linking the compound LCS for brcak into to the target language syntactic form, the compound LCS must be decomposed into the individual LCS's for forzar and entrada; these decomposed structures are then linked to the surface-syntactic representation for forzar la entrada.
Goals of the Generation Scheme
If the system is to handle the examples mentioned above, it should embody modern linguistic theory so that it provides an explanatory model of language generation. In order to be explanatorily adequate, the system must base its operation on general procedures that adhere to well-defined linguistic principles. Furthermore, the system must include several parameters of variation so that it is flexible enough to handle several languages. This parameterization also fulfills the goal of extendability; adding new languages reduces to changing parameter values of the system. An additional goal is that of expressive power. The primitives that are the basis of the system should be designed with cross-linguistic applicability in mind. In order to parameterize the system, the primitives must he adequate for composition into complex meaning structures that map into the words of both the source and the target language.
The goal of avoiding ad hoc rules can be fulfilled if the scheme makes use of a more restrictive theory of lexical semantics than that of existing generation systems. Furthermore, the semantic structures should be designed so that. general inference will not be required in order to select target language words in the generation process. As long as the mapping from LCS to surface form is uniform across all LCS forms, general inferencing procedures will not be required. The operations of lexical selection and syntactic realization are simplified once rules and general inferencing are eliminated: LCS and $-role mappings obviate the need for complicated network searches and rule applications. Finally, exponential search or varying search time for different words can be avoided if there are no general inference procedures. I li ke the book.
Work To Be Done
The generator will be an "inverse ITNITIIAN p~arser;" 11 will replace the generation coniponent that is currently part of the IINI'FIA N iachine translation systemn. lit ordler to build[ the LCS-based generator, several tasks iniust he undertaken. F'irst . the selection of primitives is necessary. All of the tXS formis are based onl cross-linguistically a pplicable printii es (like GO and BE) that must be carefully dlefinedl. rhe primitives iitst be designed so that t hey are easily programminable, but they are not decomposable (in any language). The next task is the construction of the LCS forms. This means t hat thle primitives imust. be composed in a certain manner in order to arrive at certain meianing structures. Section 4.3 gives some examples of how the primitives (like GO, BF, Icc.) are Composed to forml words with complex meanings structure (like rntcr and yo into).
An additional task is to Provide a map)ping front LCS t~o surface structure. This includes routines for both selection andl syntactic rea liza lion. I'ri rici ples I li tl are already built into the UNIT RAN sy~ten will be operati %-v duirinmg this niapping (as they are during parsing);Af however, thematic role assignment will liave it) be extended to include assignment to variables in LCS.
In addition to the actual construction of thle system, methods of testing and evaluating the system need to be devised. In particular, cross-linguistic generalization will need t~o be tested. This can he done by trying the system onl other languages. lin addition to English and Spanish, the two languages that will he tested are Cernian andl Japanmese. It itiust be possible to perform lexical selection on tile basis of 1 4 CS structures for all four of these languages, furthermore, syntactic realization iiiwl work correctly for each Ia miuage. lin order 1'or thIiis endleavor to be realized, paramneters ol'viirition imumst be 4's alished . Onl t(e syttadic side. the LJNITRAN system is already pararneerized accordling to G'1B theory. On thle lexicalsemantic side, param~eterization occurs in the lexicon and in the linking rules. Once the settings are established for the languages handled lby the system, an evaluation can be made on the basis of the correctness of translated sentences.
Difficulties to be Addressed
The first consideration in building the generator is that it muust be constructed so that it is based on the same principles that the parser uses. The principles that are already part of UNITRAN are primarily syntactic in nature; thus, they will not affect the lexical conceptual structure, but they will affect how the syntactic portion of the generat-or operates. For example, during the structural realization p~rocess (or linking), the satisfaction of certain syntactic constraints must still be maint ained ( c.y., t hat a verb governs it~s object, in English ).
Another difficulty is the construction of priinitives. It is not clear how many primitives to have, nor is it easy to determine that the pritnitives are indeed non-decoml)osalde in , every language. Furthermore, the primitives must be easy to represent and to compose into Colllplex mtteaning st rictires. TIhe procvs.s of lexical selection mildi also b iroblemiatic in that it is not always .asy to determine how far an L('S should Iwe broken down before generating a surface fori. lor example, recall that the LCS for smear paint is:
(event (poss MOVE (thing PAINT (property FLUID)) (path ALONG (place (poss ON) (thing Y)))))
In Spanish, this can either be broken down into two non-composite surface forms embarrur pintra (literally, smear paint), or it can be left as the composite surface form pintarrajear. In order to solve this problem, a principle of conservation will be needed: the most complex set of words that matches an LUS will be chosen for generating a surface form. In the above example, pintarrajear is chosen. Another difficulty to be addressed is that thematic role assignment will need to be modified to apply to instantiated LCS arguments, but it still must remain consistent with syntactic principles that are already part of the system (e.g., the 0-Criterion). Thus, while thematic roles are used in the mapping from the LCS to the syntactic structure, they must still be preserved after the syntactic structure is derived in order to satisfy syntactic principles that already exist.
A final diffitulty to be addressed is that of final realization of the source language surface structure. Once the appropriate LCS has been chosen, the correct surface forms have been selected, and linking has taken place. to derive a syntactic structure, the generator must perform certain movement operations in order to arrive at the final surface structure. For example, the V-Preposing operation in Spanish fronts a verb when a wh-question is asked: In order to generate the V-preposc.* forin, a movement parameter must be accessed. This parameter is set to V-prepose in Spanish (and SAI in English); thus, V-preposing will occur in Spanish (and SAI in English) when a wh-phrase is found in the correct position. Despite these difficulties, once the generator design is chosen, it should be possible to make headway toward reducing the amount of information and time required for machine translation. Ideally. the system should contain a small and tightly constrained set of parameterized principles.
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